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Abstract—The article is devoted to education of future green engineers for achieving sustainable development in green manufacturing industry. It outlines that green engineering is an important industry which aim is to reduce consumption, to save resources, and to achieve sustainable development in manufacturing. Green manufacturing puts forward new requirements for the training future green engineers. The article reveals the principles of educating future green engineers. Specifical attention is paid to the improvement of the teaching system training of future green engineers, strengthening the teaching staff, changing the teaching mode, strengthening teaching practice and practical training for achieving teaching goals. The authors conclude that it is necessary to clarify the goals of training of future green engineers, and to establish reform the teaching content of green engineering course.
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1 Introduction

The concept of sustainable development is a hot research topic in various countries in the world today. Due to the fact that many industrialized countries have undergone industrial upgrading and transformation, it has become a consensus to embody the concept of sustainable development in the manufacturing sector [1, 6, 12]. There are many ways and measures for achieving it. The focus is development of green manufacturing among them. The specific measures are inseparable from preparing of a team of high-quality professionals [7, 8, 18]. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the issues of educating future green engineers for adapting to the sustainable development.

Green engineering professionals refer to professionals who have a expertise and specialize in green manufacturing. Sustainable development as a clear concept appeared in the Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development in 1987 [20]. Since that time, this concept was put forward, definition has not been formed...
as a completely unified concept. But most of the documents emphasize that sustainable development is coordination and harmony of nature, society, and economy under conditions of equal importance. Sustainable development of green manufacturing is a concept of harmonious coexistence and order development of society, population and other aspects in the production and manufacturing processes [3, 16, 21].

Sustainable development of green manufacturing and of the entire society are interdependent. So, the main way in achieving sustainable development for green manufacturing is to reflect sustainability of coordination and development in all aspects. At present, the aim is to progress green manufacturing vigorously. Green engineering is based on the original manufacturing model, which is guided by the “3Rs” principle (Reduction, Reuse and Recycling), and comprehensive consideration of resource utilization efficiency and environmental impact. Modern manufacturing mode includes green production activities in the production system and remanufacturing activities in the recycling system, and its goal is to achieve coordination and optimization of enterprise economic, social, and environmental benefits [15, 17, 23].

2 Background

The shift from traditional manufacturing to green manufacturing involves a brand-new employment and education model. Many jobs are changing because of transformation and upgrading of enterprises during the past few years, that results in a shortage of professionals in green manufacturing. Therefore, it is necessary to provide high quality education of future green engineers.

Development of green manufacturing, transformation and upgrading of industrial structure, improvement of quality and efficiency, transformation from a large manufacturing country to a strong manufacturing country put forward new requirements for training future green engineers. However, education of future green engineers faces many challenges, and it cannot meet the requirements of manufacturing transformation and upgrading effectively [2, 5, 11].

Green manufacturing means energy saving, emission reduction and sustainable development. Education of future green engineers should be an all-round process, it should run through the entire process of production considering the inseparable relationship between manufacturing, resources, and environment. Taking China as an example, green manufacturing is in its infancy in many regions nowadays and understanding of its connotation needs to be further improved [4, 9]. Firstly, there are problems in cultivation of green manufacturing, which cannot consider the impact on the environment only and ignore two major aspects of manufacturing process and resources. Secondly, it is necessary to clarify the training objectives to facilitate the teaching and training of future green engineers [10, 14, 26].

The existing university courses for future green engineers cover professional knowledge system according to the requirements of curriculum standards. According to [2, 13, 24] education of future green engineers should be based on the following requirements:
1. Curriculum system should be extremely practical. Introduction to the theoretical course of green engineering in system can only teach green knowledge, and the lack of practical links in green manufacturing has certain limitations.

2. Green engineering course itself should be standardized to facilitate assessment, especially for engineering students, which can be used as an assessment indicator.

3. The level of teaching needs to be improved from the perspective of the academic structure. Faculty should involve industrial partners of green manufacturing into the teaching staff.

These problems must be resolved through acquired learning and training.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Participants

We conducted experimental work on realization of education of future green engineers in 2020. Students at Southern Federal University, Rostov-on-Don participated in the study. The total number of students was 211 (107 participants were in experimental group, control group included 104 participants). Age range of the students was from 19 to 21 years.

3.2 Principles of education

Education of future green engineers should be based on the following principles:

1. It is necessary to clarify the training goals of green engineering course and to establish a framework for green engineering course throughout the entire process of manufacturing, resources and environment, and product use.

2. It is necessary to establish a framework for green engineering course according to industry characteristics and local economic needs. The training framework should include obtaining knowledge and skills in green manufacturing, green behavior, green attitude, and green values. It should be based on strengthening the teaching practice and internship training.

3. It is necessary to strengthen the concept of green manufacturing, and to understand green manufacturing technology, methods, and feasibility through corporate practice, to implement different green manufacturing technologies for different sections, and to make overall arrangements for energy utilization throughout the enterprise.

4. It is necessary to propose improvement of measures for green manufacturing implementation plans to enterprises through theoretical research, which complements existing technologies [13, 19].
3.3 Program of education of future green engineers

We realized program of education of future green engineers for improving curriculum system and strengthening the practice of green engineering education which was based on the experience of scientists [19, 22, 25] and included:

1. Strengthening of the construction of green engineering practice courses to achieve the teaching effect of doing and learning while experiencing, and at the same time enhancing of the social significance of green engineering.
2. Formation of certain range of standardized operations or design procedures in a certain energy-saving technology field to facilitate the assessment of students.
3. Following of the concept of lifelong learning because it goes beyond formal education and training, including “skills” and “development”. Life-long learning helps the students to acquire and to integrate various knowledge and skills. University teaching should cultivate students' life-long learning ability to equip them with this quality, which will be more conducive to the sustainable development and progress of green manufacturing.
4. Advancement of teaching level in green engineering to strengthen cooperation with enterprises, to send teachers to go to factories to learn green manufacturing technology regularly, to understand the needs of enterprises. Experts should be invited to universities to carry out training courses, lectures, and other forms of re-education to improve teachers' green concept and to keep pace with the advanced level.
5. Increasing of teaching content, combining with specific enterprise technical characteristics in order to increase practical teaching content, such as sterilization heat recovery, refrigerant heat exchange, intelligent heat management, simulation system control, etc. It should serve as supplement to the knowledge unit and in-depth integration of bioengineering professional system knowledge using green manufacturing.
6. Reforming of the teaching content is needed so that students can use the knowledge they have learned to design and to demonstrate reasonable process routes, to perform reasonable power and heat exchange calculations and to type selection demonstrations, on equipment, and to perform correct calculations on materials and hydropower balance. Complex knowledge and skills are needed for green engineering projects to solve problems such as high levels of energy consumption, wastewater discharge, and COD emissions.
7. Application of innovative teaching methods based on teaching content, knowledge system settings, construction of relevant cognitive and practical teaching links. Students will deepen their understanding of green manufacturing using virtual laboratories.

4 Results

The purpose of the initial stage of the experiment was to determine the initial level of professional competence of future green engineers. Professional competence of
future green engineers involves three components such as activity, informational, and research one. Activity component includes student's ability and willingness for effective planning activities, seeing problems and goals of the expected result in green engineering, searching ways in achieving goals in green engineering, ability for constant personal growth using personal reserves. Informational component is expressed in student's ability and readiness for searching, analyzing, selecting, and transforming necessary information in green engineering independently, ability for carrying out analytical and synthetic processing of information using traditional and new information technologies. Research component is expressed in student's ability and readiness for acquiring and mastering new knowledge in green engineering independently, putting forward ideas and hypotheses, working with various sources of information, conducting observation, proposing the most rational options for realization of research projects in green engineering.

The practical implementation of education of future green engineers was carried out in the form of an analysis based on Likert scale. The results of the study are presented in Table 1 and Table 2.

**Table 1.** Level of professional competence of future green engineers in the experimental and control groups at the beginning of the experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational competence</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low level, %</td>
<td>Middle level, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity component</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>38.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational component</td>
<td>55.1</td>
<td>29.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research component</td>
<td>43.0</td>
<td>33.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.** Level of professional competence of future green engineers in the experimental and control groups at the end of the experiment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organizational competence</th>
<th>Experimental group</th>
<th>Control group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low level, %</td>
<td>Middle level, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Activity component</td>
<td>12.1</td>
<td>37.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Informational component</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>26.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research component</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>23.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results of experimental work on education of future green engineers in control and experimental groups revealed that in the experimental group the level of professional competence of future green engineers is higher than in the control group, that proves the effectiveness of experimental work.
5 Conclusions

Green manufacturing is an important industry which aim is to reduce consumption, to save resources, and to achieve sustainable development in manufacturing. Training of future green engineers puts forward new requirements to cover professional knowledge system such as practical orientation of curriculum system, facilitating of assessment, involving industrial partners of green manufacturing into the teaching staff. Education of future green engineers should be based on principles which include clarifying the training goals of green engineering course and to establish a framework for green engineering course throughout the entire process of manufacturing, resources and environment, and product use; establishing a framework for green engineering course according to industry characteristics and local economic needs; strengthening the concept of green manufacturing; obtaining of green manufacturing technology, methods, and feasibility through corporate practice; proposing improvement of measures for green manufacturing implementation plans to enterprises through theoretical research.

Specifical attention was paid to the improvement of the teaching system of training of future green engineers. The program of education of future green engineers included such items as strengthening of the construction of green engineering practice courses; advancement of teaching level in green engineering; increasing of the teaching content, combining with specific enterprise technical characteristics; application of innovative teaching methods based on teaching content.
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